Mode programmable VLSI CMOS data registers per form on-chip self-test. A first data register performs storage or transfer of data, operates in a scan mode or generates pseudo-random numbers (PRN). A second data register performs storage or transfer of data, oper ates in a scan mode or performs signature analysis. Data initialization of the registers occurs automatically when G.B., pp. 875-878. operating in a test mode. This application is a continuation of application Ser.
No. 07/847,416 filed Mar. 5, 1992, which is a continua tion of application Ser. No. 07/375,076, filed Jul. 3, 1989 now abandoned.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates generally to the testing of very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits and in particular to mode programmable data registers for performing on-chip self-test in a semiconductor device.
With the increasing complexity of VLSI chips, most modern design approaches are hierarchical and modu lar in concept. In such cases the chip design generally results in groups of reasonably large functional elements that are interconnected in a "pipeline' format through data storage or transfer registers. In fact the main inputs to and outputs from the chip are parallel data registers. Considering the complexity of such chips, the overall testing using the I/O ports as an interface to large com mercial testers represents a formidable task.
Considering the amount of combinatorial logic being exercised in a VLSI chip and the myriad of possible fault modes, it has been estimated by many skilled in the art that millions of test generated inputs and observed outputs must be accomplished in order to state with confidence that a semiconductor chip is 'good'. Be cause of this, a great deal of attention has been given in the past few years to techniques for most optimally and efficiently testing a VLSI chip. devised earlier and applied to module-level testing of 40 functional elements at the printed-circuit board, or higher levels. Using this technique, a series of Pseudo Random Numbers (PRN) is applied to a functional element or elements and the response is cumulatively observed using a process of data compression or "Signa ture Analysis', SA.
With respect to applying the on-chip self-test tech nique to testing a VLSI chip, the current approach is to include the PRN generation on the chip as well as the signature analysis (SA). These elements are designed separately, and during the chip design appropriate con trol logic is included so that, when in a self-test mode, the PRN can be directed to any data register and the signature analyzer can collect data from any register. Typically, PRN generators are inserted serially to data registers and SA receivers capture data either serially or in parallel. After a number of pre-determined PRN inputs and SA data compressions, the results resident in the SA receiver are compared to a previously deter mined (from logic simulation) "signature'.
The circuits for PRNG, SA, control, and known results are generally incorporated on a section of the chip and called the "chip testability logic' (CTL). Con sidering the amount of secondary function the CTL must accomplish, it generally tends to consume a large fraction of the usable area on the chip (20% or greater), thereby decreasing the area available for the primary function of the chip. In accordance with the present invention, a mode programmable data register is provided for facilitating on-chip self-test of VLSI circuits with minimum in crease in useable VLSI chip areas. Such a data register includes a pseudo-random number (PRN) mode of op eration or a signature analysis (SA) mode of operation in addition to a standard data stowage and transfer mode of operation and a scan mode of operation. It is an object of the invention to include the data register hav ing a PRN mode of operation and the data register having a SA mode of operation on a VLSI chip to accomplish the on-chip self-test.
The mode programmable data register comprises a plurality of stages for storing data, each of the stages having a mode control means for enabling one of a plurality of modes, first register control means coupled to the plurality of stages for selecting a test mode or a data mode in accordance with a programmed input control signal, means coupled to an output of at least one predetermined stage of the plurality of stages for generating a feedback signal to a first one of the stages when the test mode is selected; and second register control means coupled to the first register control means and to the feedback signal generating means for selecting a scan mode of the register in accordance with a scan enable signal. The mode programmable data register further comprises automatic data initialization of the stages when operating in the test mode. In addi tion, each of the plurality of stages comprises logic means coupled to the output of the first register control means for selecting a data mode input or a test mode initialization input for storing in said stages. The mode programmable data register further comprises auto matic data initialization of the stages when operating in the test mode.
In accordance with a further feature of the invention a method is provided for performing self-testing on a VLSI chip having a mode programmable data register comprising the steps of storing data in a plurality of stages of the data register, enabling one of a plurality of modes of the data register with mode control means, selecting a test mode or a data mode of the data register in accordance with a programmed input control signal with a first register control means coupled to the plural ity of stages, generating a feedback signal to couple to a first one of the stages, when the test mode is selected, with means coupled to an output of at least one prede termined stage of the plurality of stages, selecting a scan mode of the data register in accordance with a scan enable signal using a second register control means coupled to the first register control means and to said feedback signal generating means. The step of storing data in a plurality of stages further comprises selecting a data mode input or a test mode initialization input for coupling to each of the plurality of stages with means coupled to the output of the first register control means. The step of enabling one of a plurality of modes in cludes a pseudo-random number generator mode of operation of the data register, and the step of enabling one of a plurality of modes includes a signature analysis mode of operation of the data register. In the data mode the test enable (TE) signal is a logic 50 zero and the scan enable (SE) signal is a logic zero. In the pseudo-random number generator mode TE is a logic 1 and SE is a logic 0, and to be in the scan mode TE may be either a logic 1 or a logic 0 but SE must be a logic 1. Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 3, one of the most important features of the present invention is the auto matic loading of the initialization (INIT) data word. Unless the pseudo-random number (PSN) generation process starts from a known state, the number genera tion is truly randon resulting in no known expected outputs. Therefore, when the test enable (TE) signal is asserted (logic 1), while the CLOCK is low as shown in Then on the next CLOCK pulse, the PRN sequence is initiated. The PRN generator mode remains operational until TE changes to the logic 0 state when the CLOCK is low. Then the data register 10 is available to operate in the normal data mode and accept DATA IN at the next CLOCK pulse.
The use of a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) as a pseudo-random number generator for test vector gen eration is well known to one skilled in the art. For ex ample, in the previously cited McCluskey reference an overview of Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) techniques is provided which describes the advantages of this ap proach but makes note of the added chip area required for self-test circuitry resulting in decreases in yield and reliability, but such disadvantages are overcome by the present invention.
Referring now to FIG. 2 , data is provided to data register 60 via DATA-IN inputs. Table 2 shows the truth table for the three modes of operation for data register 60. In the data mode the test enable (TE) signal is a logic zero and the scan enable (SE) signal is a logic 0. In the signature analysis (SA) mode TE is a logic 1 and SE is a logic 0, and to be in the scan mode, TE may be either a logic 1 or a logic 0 but SE must be a logic 1. Table 2 shows that while in either a test mode (SA) or data mode, the data register 60 can be placed in a scan mode so that the contents of the data register can be shifted out to a scan output receiver (not shown) for observa Referring now to FIGS. 2 and 3 one of the most important features of data register 60 is the automatic loading of the initialization (INIT) data word as simi larly noted hereinbefore for data register 10. Unless the signature analysis (SA) process starts from a known state, the data compression is truly random with no known expected results. Therefore, when the test en able (TE) signal is activated while the CLOCK is low as shown in FIG. 3 (usually <5 ns) . When the CLOCK goes to a logic 1 state, the INIT data is trans ferred to the slave portion of the D flip-flop 90, thereby establishing the data register 60 starting value. When the CLOCK returns to the logic 0 state, the feedback loop is enabled. Then on the next CLOCK pulse, the SA operation is initiated. The SA mode remains opera tional until TE changes to the logic 0 state when the CLOCK is low. Then the data register 60 is available to operate in the normal data mode and accept DATA IN at the next CLOCK pulse. Signature analysis is well known to one skilled in the art and discussed in the previously cited McCluskey reference. The signature to be analyzed is the bit pattern remaining in a register such as the mode programmable data register 60 after a particular bit pattern such as from a pseudo-random number generator has been ap plied to the VLSI circuitry under test. The most popu lar compression circuits employ linear feedback shift registers (LFSR).
To perform on-chip self-test of a VLSI circuit a data register 10 having a pseudo-random number (PRN) generator mode of operation is included on the VLSI chip along with a data register 60 having a signature analysis (SA) mode of operation. The PRN generator data register is typically inserted serially to data regis ters and the SA data register captures data either seri ally or in parallel. After a number of pre-determined PRN inputs and SA data compressions, the results resi dent in the SA register are compared to a previously determined "signature' (from logic simulation).
This concludes the description of the preferred em bodiment. However, many modifications and alter ations will be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of the in ventive concept. For example, the initialization (INIT) input to data registers 10, 60 may be hard-wired or provided by a programmable INIT data generator. Therefore, it is intended that the scope of this invention be limited only by the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A mode programmable data register having a plu rality of stages comprising: means having a scan input, a parallel data input and a parallel initialization input for storing data; means coupled to said storing means for automati cally initializing said mode programmable data register to one of a plurality of predetermined states in accordance with said parallel initialization input to each stage, said initializing being per formed during a first clock period of a pseudo-ran dom number generator mode of operation follow ing the assertion of a test enable control signal; means coupled to outputs of predetermined stages of said data register for enabling said register to gen erate pseudo-random numbers; and means coupled to said storing means for operating said data register in a scan mode. 2. A mode programmable data register having a plu trality of stages comprising: means having a scan input, a parallel data input and a parallel initialization input for storing data; means coupled to said storing means for automati cally initializing said mode programmable data register to one of a plurality of predetermined states in accordance with said parallel initialization input to each stage, said initializing being per formed during a first clock period of a signature analysis mode of operation following the assertion of a test enable control signal; means coupled to outputs of predetermined stages of said data registers for enabling said register to per form said signature analysis; and means coupled to said storing means for operating said data register in a scan mode. sk k ck ck xk
